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Review: Ecology & social development

 Ecology – developmental influence (J. Whalen. Personal communication, May 16, 2019)

 Social development: “is about improving the well-being of every person in society so they 

can reach their full potential. The well-being of each member of society is linked to the 

success of the society.” (Canadian Council on Social Development, n.d, para. 2)

Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006



Review: Self-esteem & self-concept

 Self-concept: perception of 

abilities across domains

 Self esteem: evaluation of self, 

including happiness and 

satisfaction

Manning, 2007



Why adolescence? 

 Transitional period

 Critical time for development: 

 Perceptions 

 Beliefs 

 Values 

 Practices

Veselska et al., 2010



Demographic: Canadian youth

 Youth are more:

 Diverse 

 Connected 

 Socially engaged

 Educated 

 Youth are struggling with: 

 Finding full-time employment 

 Social exclusion 

 Cyberbullying 

 Due to mental health challenges (including 

addiction) 

 Increased risk of obesity 

Statistics Canada, 2018
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Social Network 

Sites (SNS)

 Early research suggests that SNS 

influences the development of one’s 

personal & social identity (i.e., through 

the creation and use of profiles)

 Conscious decisions of what to display

Ahn, 2011



Always connected

 92% of US adults have a cell phone, 36% of those people never turn off their device

 Increased connectedness (like posting a Facebook status) is correlated with loneliness

Rainie & Zickuhr, 2015; Schneider et al, 2017



Social media 

impact on 

social 

development

 3 ways SNS impact social development:

1. SNS influence social practices 

2. SNS serve as a platform to develop social identity 

3. SNS are a platform for youth to mediate 

relationships 

Ahn, 2011



Reciprocal Relationship

Social forces, such as culture and behavioral tendencies, 
influence how one uses technology 

Important to account for the communication style within 
the platform 

CONSIDER: Can we intervene at this level? Is it ethical? 

Ahn, 2011



Impacts on SNS use

 Gender

 Internet access

 Race

 Parental level of education

Impacts use Doesn’t impact use

Ahn, 2011; Hargittai, 2007

Does socio-economic status impact SNS use?!



SES impact on 
social 

development

 Wealth is often tied to sense of 

worth

 Lower self-esteem among 

adolescents from lower SES

Malka & Miller, 2006; Veselska et al., 2010



SES & Social Media

Do all adolescents have equal access to 

technology as a means of communication to 

acquire social capital?

Ahn, 2011



SES & social media

 SES seems to impact access and opportunity related to the internet (on a large scale) and 

ultimately social media

 13 million people in the UK do not use, or have limited access to, the internet

 Majority of these people are low SES

 Those facing social exclusion in society, also seem to be the same group of people facing 

this with technology

 Specifically, research suggests that content on all social media platforms is mostly created 

by younger, wealthier, and more educated individuals

Selwyn, 2003; Yates & Lockley, 2018 



In the school

 Previously, schools use to block the usage of SNS or social media 

 Be aware that it is a platform which can cause psychological trauma & has potential to 
exacerbate crises

 Cyberbullying 

 Online conflict 

 Trauma 

 Embarrassment 

 Sharing of inappropriate information

 As future school psychologists, we must be cognizant of how SES and social media is impacting 
academic achievement and social development so we can most effectively intervene & help 
students find success 

Ahn, 2011; Veselska et al., 2010; Woitaszewski, 2016



Suggestions for 

teachers

Suggestions for teachers
Monitoring & guiding social media use

 Real people, real feelings 

 Reply & contact people with care 

 Only post information comfortable with everyone seeing

 Active conversations about online use 

 Discuss credibility. Explain that not everything on the interest is 
true

Using social media in the classroom

 Discussion boards

 Live tweeting

 Encourage teachers interested in integration to check 
out the International Society for Technology Education: 
https://www.iste.org/

Page, 2015; Sattler, 2014

https://www.iste.org/


Resources to provide parents

 https://www.healthyfamiliesbc.ca/home/articles/social-and-emotional-changes-adolescence-teens

 Be a role model 

 Welcome your child’s friends 

 Listen to your child’s feelings 

 Be open about your feelings 

 https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/9983-social-development-during-the-teen-years

 Self-esteem 

 Peer pressure 

 Tobacco, drugs and alcohol 

 Sex 

 Tattoos & piercings 

 Suicide

https://www.healthyfamiliesbc.ca/home/articles/social-and-emotional-changes-adolescence-teens
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/9983-social-development-during-the-teen-years


Conclusion

SOCIAL MEDIA AND SES 
IMPACT STUDENT’S SELF-
CONCEPT/SELF-ESTEEM 

BE MINDFUL THAT THOSE 
STUDENT’S BEING ISOLATED IN 

“REAL-LIFE” MAY ALSO BE 
ISOLATED ONLINE

PROVIDE PARENTS & TEACHERS 
ADEQUATE RESOURCES TO 

HELP WITH SELF-ESTEEM, SELF-
CONCEPT & THE INTEGRATION 

OF MEDIA INTO THE 
CLASSROOM

THERE NEEDS TO BE MORE 
INTERVENTIONS RELATED TO 
SELF-ESTEEM AND SOCIAL 

MEDIA USE 



Discussion questions

1. SNS (or social media) evolves quickly. How can we as school psychologists keep up with 

this evolution? How can research keep up with the fast-paced changes?

2. Is it necessary to start considering interventions at the social media level? Is this ethical? 
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